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Recent advances in L-Band satellite Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) measurements allow for the first
time  to  consistently  observe  for  oceanic  haline  mesoscale  surface  features  (~50 km,  7  days;
Kolodziejczyk et al., 2020, in revision JAOT). Combined with historical Sea Surface Temperature
(SST) and Sea Surface Height (SSH) satellite observations, considering the thermodynamical and
dynamical  relationship between these parameters,  satellite  SSS has contributed to provide an
unprecedented insight of the thermohaline variability and dynamics features of the ocean surface.

However,  due  to  the  space  and  time  irregular  sampling  of  satellite  observations,  many
oceanographic applications rely on interpolation of geophysical parameters on a regular grid. So
far, objective analyses methods have been built on Optimal Interpolation (OI) schemes that allow to
fill the gap between data using a priori statistics and covariance models.

Recently,  new  interpolation  paradigms,  such  as  data-driven  approach  (i.e.,  constructing  a
dynamical forecast model from the data) have proven to be valuable in the case of interpolating
SST or SSH alone, or using both source of data for improving their estimates. Among them, the
Analog Data Assimilation (AnDA) allows the temporal interpolation of a physical parameters. The
AnDA method (https://github.com/ptandeo/AnDA; Zhen et al., 2020, JAOT) relies on a catalog of
analog situations provided by previously observed or modeled oceanic states. This approach has
the advantage of building the interpolated data from dynamical statistics and multi-source of data
without a priori constraining covariance model. AnDA has demonstrated capability to reconstruct
oceanic parameter fields with greater and more accurate details than the traditional OI does.

Here, we propose to use AnDA to interpolate SSS-SST-SSH satellite data using OI fields from
SMOS and  SMAP (for  SSS),  from AMSRE (for  SST),  and  altimeters  (for  SSH).  These  three
interpolation products are independent and share ten years of common dates. The study will focus
on the Malvinas Current  region.  Taking advantage of  the supplementary source of  information
provided by the satellite SSS, we expect a better reconstruction and estimates of the SSS-SST-
SSH parameters fields, as well as their respective reconstruction error fields.
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